
   

 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

 
AUTHENTIUM AND FAST DATA TECHNOLOGY TEAM UP TO CREATE 

REVOLUTIONARY CONTENT FILTERING SOLUTION   
 

FastTracker’s Unique Graphical Analysis Approach Allows Employees Unlimited Web 

Access While Enabling Policy Compliance; Authentium ESP Enables Integration With 

Other Best of Breed Solutions, Plus Scaleable Deployment to Millions of Small and 

Medium Business, Enterprise, Government and Education End Points.  

 

Boulder, Colorado; West Palm Beach, Florida;  November 13, 2005 – Fast 

Data Technology, a leader in Internet content control and analysis technology, and 

Authentium, Inc, the leading end-point security service integrator, announced today the  

integration of FastTracker for ESP – a modular web content monitoring solution 

designed to integrate with the Authentium Extensible Security Platform and enable 

Human Resource executives and network administrators to increase productivity and 

decrease liabilities caused by unauthorized browsing of web content. 

 

The award-winning FastTracker Business Content Filtering and Management 

Reporting solution provides a revolutionary new approach to the problem of controlling 

and monitoring employee web site choices and utilizes unique web-based graphical 

reports, generated by a secure server, to display web browsing data in real time.  

Tracking data can be accessed through the Authentium ESP common console. Layered 

security and permissions enable administrators to maintain each end user’s privacy, and 

segment monitoring by team, group, division, business unit, or of the whole company, 

across multiple locations.   Crucially, FastTracker for ESP enables organizations to 

 



   

measurably increase employee productivity and reduce workplace policy compliance 

risks.   

 

Authentium ESP includes integrated security application modules from multiple 

best of breed developers, such as award-winning antivirus, antispyware, personal 

firewall, anti-phishing, content filtering, and pop-up filtering modules.   

 

“We’ve seen a recent surge in service providers seeking to serve their SMB and 

Enterprise customers with content filtering solutions designed to help them increase 

productivity and enforce company web use policies,” said Marlena Rich, Director of 

Business Development at Fast Data.  “This partnership with Authentium is ideal because 

it makes FastTracker functionality accessible to a broader range of businesses, schools 

and government networks, and permits integration with other methods for defense in 

depth and parallel management of legacy solutions.”  

“We’re committed to providing an integrated, “best-of-breed” approach to end 

point security," said John Sharp, Chairman and CEO of Authentium.  “In a world of 

compliance-related liabilities, FastTracker for ESP puts real teeth into an organization’s 

Internet-use policy.  FastTracker combines unlimited web access with powerful 

monitoring capabilities, allowing the workplace to work together to manage unauthorized 

browsing.  FastTracker for ESP is a wonderful addition to the platform.”  

The Authentium ESP Extensible Security Platform enables organizations to 

procure, configure and deploy integrated “best of breed” security applications on 

employee desktops and laptops.  Authentium technology currently protects over 18 

million e-mail accounts and more than 9 million corporate, education and ISP end points.  

The ESP common console, called the ESP Enterprise Security Manager, is available to 

educators, enterprises and small to mid-sized businesses to provide endpoint security, 

improve productivity and to allow enforcement of critical policies on their networks. 

 
About Authentium 
 

Based in West Palm Beach, Florida, Authentium develops core operating system 

encapsulation, file and application defense, data interception and data analysis 

technologies for inclusion in its flagship Extensible Security Platform (ESP). Authentium 



   

is the leading licensor of security software development toolkits to independent software 

vendors, software publishers, and security appliance manufacturers, and one of the 

fastest-growing privately-held companies in the security software industry, providing 

services to millions of end users in enterprise and government organizations, ISPs, and 

education institutions worldwide. For more information about Authentium, please visit 

www.authentium.com  

 
 
About Fast Data Technology  
 

Fast Data Technology is a leader in providing Internet content control and 

analysis, powered by patent-pending artificial intelligence technology that can be 

integrated into a variety of products and platforms. That technology is at the heart of 

their FastTracker product, which has helped businesses increase productivity, reduce 

bandwidth drain, improve security and eliminate Internet liability concerns. Fast Data 

Technology is headquartered in Boulder, Colo. For more information visit 

www.fastdatatech.com.    

 

Contact:   
     
Marlena Rich       Pete Nielsen 
Fast Data Technology      Authentium Inc. 
303-443-9808 x 23      561-575-3200 x 4165 
mrich@fastdatatech.com      pnielsen@authentium.com 
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